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Dept. H #1 :: Profile :: Dark Horse Comics Dept. H #1 From New York Times best-selling MIND MGMT creator Matt Kindt comes an exciting new undersea sci-fi
mystery. Mia is a special investigator hired to uncover possible sabotage taking place at a deep-sea research station. Dept. H #1 | CBR "Dept. H" #1 connects not
because it's pretty, but because it's uneasy; the ongoing sense of pressure and the implication that at least some barriers are ready to burst set up an atmosphere that is
compelling in its discomfort. Knowing there's a mystery yet to solve is the tipping point which will convince readers to pick up the next issue. Dept. H #1 by Matt
Kindt - Goodreads Dept. H #1 has 83 ratings and 19 reviews. David said: A must read for Kindt fans, a new series begins, and so good! A deep sea murder mystery
from Dark H.

Dept. H #19 | Dark Horse Digital Comics Dept. H #19: Dept. H and its deep-sea base are beyond saving. What's left of the Dept. H crew is headed to the surface . . .
will they make it? And if they do, what will be waiting for them when they get there?. Dept H #1 (2016) Value - GoCollect Publisher Dark Horse Store Date April 20,
2016 Cover Price $3.99 Writer Matt Kindt Artist Matt Kindt Cover Artist Matt Kindt Issue Notes From New York Times best-selling MIND MGMT creator Matt
Kindt comes an exciting new undersea sci-fi mystery. FEB160017 - DEPT H #1 - Previews World From New York Times best-selling MIND MGMT creator Matt
Kindt comes an exciting new undersea sci-fi mystery. Mia is a special investigator hired to uncover possible sabotage taking place at a deep-sea research station.

Dept H #1 - CinemaSpartan.com In the most simplest terms, Dept H is a bottle mystery, wherein an outside investigator -- Mia -- is called in to a sealed research
facility on the ocean floor to solve a murder. But there's so much more going on here than an isolated whodunit. Dept. H #1 [Advance Review] ~ Panel Patter Dept. H
is much more focused, and tight, and personal - it's about the investigation into a single murder at an undersea station by one of seven people. The stakes here are
clearly defined; Mia Brady is essentially trapped at the bottom of the ocean with a group of people suspicious of her, and one of whom killed her father. H-1B
Program - Wage and Hour Division (WHD) - U.S ... US Department of Labor: The Wage and Hour mission is to promote and achieve compliance with labor
standards to protect and enhance the welfare of the Nation's workforce.

Dept. H #1 | Dark Horse Digital Comics Dept. H #1 From New York Times best-selling MIND MGMT creator Matt Kindt comes an exciting new undersea sci-fi
mystery. Mia is a special investigator hired to uncover possible sabotage taking place at a deep-sea research station.
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